Analysis of Terrain Height Effects on the Asymmetric Precipitation Patterns during the Landfall of Typhoon Meranti (2010)
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Abstract

The predictions of heavy rainfall in an accurate and timely fashion are some of the most important challenges in disastrous weather forecast when a typhoon passes over land. Numerical simulations using the advanced weather research and forecasting (WRF) model are performed to study the effect of terrain height and land surface processes on the rainfall of landfall typhoon Meranti (2010). The experimental results indicate that terrain height could enhance convection and precipitation. The heavy rainfall is concentrated on the west side of typhoon track, which is mainly associated with the distribution of deep convection. The terrain height exacerbated the asymmetric distribution of heavy rainfall. The most striking feature is that enhanced rainfall is mainly caused by secondary circulation, which is induced by terrain height and can be explained by a highly simplified theoretical model. Finally, it is worth pointing out that perturbation potential temperature or buoyancy processes forced by terrain height could be taken as an indicator for accurate prediction of heavy rainfall during the landfall of a tropical cyclone.
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1. Introduction

Heavy rainfall within a landing typhoon will bring significant economic losses and a serious threat to lives [1] [2] [3]. A number of studies have shown that typhoon rainstorms are not only controlled by its inner core structure and inten-
sity [4] [5], but also largely affected by its large-scale circulations and their interaction with land surface processes [6] [7]. Accurate prediction of heavy rainfall within a typhoon at landfall can help to reduce the loss of lives and property. However, there are still many uncertainties in the prediction of typhoon precipitation, which are mainly affected by complex terrain and asymmetric convection in typhoon [8].

Landing typhoon convection and rainfall asymmetry are associated with many factors, including environmental vertical wind shear, typhoon movement and land surface processes [8]. A number of studies provide some evidence of rainfall and convection asymmetry induced by vertical wind shear [9]. The vertical wind shear is considered as a key factor affecting typhoon rainfall asymmetry when a typhoon passes over land [10].

The impacts of land surface on typhoons are mainly related to surface friction and terrain dynamic effects [11]. During typhoon landfall, the elevated terrain and land surface change could affect rainfall distribution and transient structures in typhoons [12] [13]. The remarkable influence of terrain on typhoons is that the surface friction reduces the typhoon intensity when a typhoon passes over land. However, elevated terrain can enhance convection, which in turn also affects typhoon structure change and rainfall distribution [11]. As a typhoon went across land, heavy rainfall can occur over elevated terrain areas. The elevated terrain can induce ascending motions, which may lead to rainfall and structure change during the landfall of a typhoon [14]. The primary goal of this study is to investigate the predictability of typhoon heavy rainfall at landfall, and understand the role of terrain height and land surface processes in the structure and rainfall of landfall typhoon Meranti (2010). The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes typhoon Meranti (2010). The design of sensitivity experiments is presented in Section 3. The results of experiments (oceanic, no-terrain and complete terrain) are shown and discussed in Section 4. The simple theoretical model is developed and the results of experiments are explained in Section 5. Main conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Synoptic Situation

Typhoon to be investigated is Meranti (2010) since it brought heavy rainfall to the southeast coastal Provinces of China. On 7 September 2010, Meranti (2010) formed as a tropical depression in the western North Pacific. By 06:00UTC, 8 September, it was upgraded into a tropical storm. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) reported that the tropical storm rapidly intensified into a typhoon, from 18:00UTC, 8 September to 18:00UTC, 9 September. By 19:30UTC, 9 September, typhoon Meranti (2010) weakened rapidly making landfall and brought heavy rainfall to Fujian and Zhejiang Provinces of China. However, the real-time weather forecast released by China Meteorological Observatory (CMO) and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) failed to capture the rains-torm case in Fujian Province of China (Figure 1).
Figure 1. The track (a); and intensity (b) change of the Meranti (2010) (minimum central pressure and maximum wind speed) from the JTWC best-track data.

Satellite imagery (Figure 2(a), the MTSAT images from Kochi University) showed clearly a frontal cyclone shaped pattern at 16:00UTC on September 9, 2010. This storm began to quickly lose its frontal structure and acquire typhoon shaped pattern at 18:00UTC on September 9th. After landfall, Meranti (2010) gradually remained as a comma cloud with frontal structure at 02:00UTC on September 10, 2010. Black body temperatures (TBB) can directly reflect deep convection, which are obtained from Feng-Yun (FY) 2 series Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (Yang et al., 2016). Figure 2(b) indicates that convection asymmetry plays an important role in typhoon asymmetric rainfall. It can be seen that the strongest identified MCSs is located on the left side of typhoon Meranti (2010) moving direction. The low TBB matched well with asymmetric heavy rainfall within the core of typhoon Meranti (2010).
3. Methodology

The weather model employed in this case study is the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) model (version 3.3) and its vortex bogus scheme [15]. All experiments have three two-way nested domains with 49 × 49 (D01), 103 × 109 (D02) and 205 × 244 (D03) horizontal grid points and horizontal grid spacing of 27 km, 9 km and 3 km, respectively. All the three domains have 47 sigma (σ) levels with model top at 48 hPa. The physics options chosen in this study include the Kain-Fritsch (new Eta) scheme [16], Lin microphysics scheme [17], Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme [18], Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for long wave radiation physics scheme [19] and Dudhia scheme for shortwave radiation [20].

The initial background analysis data are from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Analysis (FNL) data (1˚ × 1˚ horizontal resolution). The lateral boundary conditions are updated every 6 hours. The con-
Conventional surface and sounding data are assimilated with the three-dimensional variation data assimilation system (WRF-3DVAR) modules (Barker et al., 2004). All experiments are integrated from 1200 UTC 9 September 2010 to 1800 UTC 10 September 2010.

Three experiments were performed to understand the response of typhoon Meranti (2010) to terrain height and land surface processes (Table 1). The control experiment (CTRL) simulated track, moving speed and intensity are basically matched well with the observations, and CTRL reproduces many features of typhoon Meranti (2010). The FLAT experiment was carried out to highlight the role of terrain height, where the terrain height was changed to zero and the terrain was completely eliminated, but other land surface physical processes were preserved. The SEA experiment was designed to compare land surface with ocean dynamics, where the land surface replaced by the sea (no terrain and land surface). A comparative study of the three experiments helped to evaluate its role of terrain height and land surface processes during the landfall of typhoon Meranti (2010).

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Track and Intensity

Apparently, the simulated typhoon tracks from the SEA and FLAT experiments do not deviate much from that of CTRL, which are in very good agreement with that from JTWC. These suggest that the terrain has little effect on the typhoon track in this case study. This might be mainly due to the fact that Meranti (2010) was largely controlled by its large-scale environmental steering airflow.

In CTRL experiment, the simulated maximum surface wind speed (MSW) and minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) agree well with that from JTWC. However, the simulated intensity from CTRL is much weaker than that from FLAT experiment, where the removal terrain results in a more intense typhoon. In comparison, landing typhoon lacks moisture and heat sources that ocean provided, thus, its intensity from SEA experiment is much stronger than that from CTRL and FLAT experiment. We do note here that SEA experiment sustains an almost invariant structure when the typhoon passes through the hypothetical sea level.

4.2. Rainfall Asymmetry

The distribution of 12-hourly accumulated rainfall from 16:30UTC 9 September to 04:30UTC 10 September 2010, which are derived from 3-hourly 0.25° × 0.25° Table 1. The settings of the sensitivity experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTRL</td>
<td>Control experiment with original terrain data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAT</td>
<td>Same as CTRL except that the terrain height of Land set to 0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>Same as CTRL except that Land is replaced by Ocean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRMM (the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) 3B42 product, depicts that the heavy rainfall occurs on the left side of the storm track (Figure 3). Experiments show that terrain height has an important effect on landing typhoon rainfall. Model simulated accumulated rainfall shows that the model is able to reproduce the heavy rainfall with good agreement with TRMM observations. All simulations described the rainfall distributions well, but they differed in rainfall amount. The CTRL experiment produced a more realistic simulation of heavy rainfall than that from no-terrain run (FLAT) and SEA experiment. However, the SEA experiment underestimated the quantity of rainfall, which produced less rainfall than the other two experiments. Moist air over real terrain can lead to much heavier rainfall in CTRL experiment than that in FLAT and SEA experiment, because the formation and propagation of rainfall are closely related to terrain height and land surface processes, which have a great impact on the intensity of precipitation.

These precipitation differences are generally induced by both complex terrain and synoptic scale convection ascent. The difference between the CTRL and FLAT experiment (CTRL-FLAT) are due to the effects of terrain height forcing. The FLAT experiment, the run without mountains, receives less rainfall than that in the CTRL experiment. Figure 4(a) shows precipitation difference between the CTRL and FLAT experiment, which helped to better gauge the role of terrain height during the landfall of typhoon. In contrast, Figure 4(b) presents

![Figure 3](image-url) 12-h rainfall (units: mm) from 16:30UTC 09 Sep. 2010 to 04:30UTC 10 Sep. 2010, overlaying the storm tracks (red line): (a) TRMM; (b) CTRL; (c) FLAT; and (d) SEA.
**Figure 4.** The 12-hourly accumulated rainfall (units: mm) from 16:30UTC 09 Sep. 2010 to 04:30UTC 10 Sep. 2010, along the storm tracks (red line): (a) CRTL-FLAT; (b) FLAT-SEA.

The difference in rainfall amounts between the FLAT and SEA experiment (FLAT-SEA). The asymmetric rainfall distribution may arise from the land-sea contrast. However, we found that the terrain height had a greater contribution to the rainfall amounts during a landfall of typhoon. When the forcing is mainly terrain height, the rainfall distribution remains concentrated along the left side of the storm track. A comparison of these two panels of **Figure 3** and **Figure 4** suggest that mountainous terrain acts to enhance rainfall from a synoptic scale typhoon and its convective systems.

During the 3-hourly precipitation prior to landfall (from 18UTC to 21UTC 09 September 2010) to that after landfall (from 21UTC 09 to 00UTC 10 September 2010), significant rainfall differences between the CTRL and FLAT experiment indicate that typhoon Meranti (2010) has an evident rainfall enhancement after landfall, which was induced by terrain height (**Figure 5**). In comparison, the typhoon rainfall differences between FLAT and SEA run, experiences a negligible enhancement before and after landfall, which was induced by land processes (Land-Sea Contrast). On the other hand, **Figure 5** presents some agreement with **Figure 4**, where precipitation generally remains concentrated along the left side of Meranti (2010). All the results of simulations suggest that precipitation intensities in this case are strongly linked to terrain height, which could be the major factor that enhances rainfall and experiences some noticeable changes.

**4.3. Typhoon Structure Asymmetry**

The influences of terrain height on the radial-vertical wind of Meranti (2010) are pronounced in CTRL experiment. **Figure 6** and **Figure 7** compare the simulated radial-vertical wind, equivalent potential temperature, and the mean relative angular momentum (RAM) before and after Meranti (2010) landing, respectively. All the simulation results indicate that typhoon Meranti (2010) are highly asymmetric, and on the right side of its center there is a greater RAM than on the left side of its center before and after landfall. Another obvious feature in **Figure 6** and **Figure 7** shows that the maximum deep convection is located at
Figure 5. The 3-hourly accumulated precipitation (units: mm) from 18UTC to 21UTC 09 Sep. 2010 before landfall (a) CTRL-FLAT and (c) FLAT-SEA, and from 21UTC 09 to 00UTC 10 Sep. 2010 after landfall (b) CTRL-FLAT and (d) FLAT-SEA, respectively.

Figure 6. Along-track arch A-C-B and cross-track arch A-D-B vertical cross sections of the mean equivalent potential temperature (shading, units: K), angular momentum (contour, units: $10^5$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$), and radial-vertical wind vectors within 90 km radius of typhoon center prior to landfall (20UTC 09 Sept. 2010). (a) Terrain and Storm track; (b) CTRL; (c) FLAT; and (d) SEA.
Figure 7. As in Figure 6, but for typhoon after landfall (22UTC09 Sept. 2010): (a) CTRL; (b) FLAT; (c) SEA; (d) CTRL-FLAT; (e) FLAT-SEA; and (f) CTRL-SEA.

the left side of the storm center in all the simulation results. Particularly, as depicted by the vertical-radial wind vectors in Figure 7(a), in CTRL experiment, a well-developed secondary circulation with cyclonic convergence is located within the left side of the typhoon center when Meranti (2010) passes over land. This secondary circulation helps to highlight the importance of terrain height in the enhanced post-landfall precipitation.

When the differences between the radial-vertical wind vectors in the CTRL and FLAT experiments are concerned, the radial-vertical wind disturbances
caused by terrain height exhibit a high degree of left and right asymmetry along the direction of Meranti (2010) movement. Figure 7(d) shows that there is a significant cyclonic circulation anomaly within the eye-wall region. The perturbation cyclonic flow is stronger to the left than to the right within the eye wall regions, and the strongest anomaly anticyclone winds within the outer core region are found on the right side of the storm motion. Both the perturbation cyclonic flow and anticyclone are stronger in the lower troposphere with extending the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The most striking feature is that the strongest cyclonic flow has much higher negative perturbation potential temperature within the eye wall region than the surrounding outer core atmosphere. Secondly, when the radial-vertical wind differences between the FLAT and SEA are concerned, the land-sea contrast could also produce remarkably asymmetric structures in Meranti (2010) making landfall. Figure 7(e) shows that the perturbation anticyclonic flow in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere overlies the lower tropospheric cyclonic flow within the inner core atmosphere. Small but persistent features are the fluctuating structures of perturbation potential temperatures in Meranti (2010) circulations. Finally, when the radial-vertical wind differences between CTRL and SEA are concerned, Figure 7(f) indicates that at the lower troposphere, cyclonic flow and anticyclone in CTRL-SEA are much stronger than that in CTRL-FLAT. However, it is worth pointing out that above the upper troposphere, perturbation vortex flow in CTRL-SEA is much weaker than that in CTRL-FLAT, the effects of terrain height and land surface tend to cancel each other out along the west of storm track.

The asymmetric structure during the landfall of a typhoon was usually accompanied by the highly asymmetric rainfall distribution. The convective asymmetry in Meranti (2010) with the deep convection located on the west side of the eye-wall, as well as the terrain height enhanced convection, could explain why the accumulated rainfall amount and pattern in terrain experiment (CTRL-FLAT) differs substantially from no-terrain simulations (FLAT-SEA, Land-Sea Contrast experiment) during the landfall of Meranti (2010).

5. Comparison with Theoretical Model

In this section, we study the mechanism that leads to secondary circulation and enhanced rainfall, which can be understood from the evolving azimuthal component horizontal vorticity that represents tropical cyclones in cylindrical axisymmetric coordinate systems. The momentum equations for an axisymmetric vortex in cylindrical polar coordinates are of the form:

\begin{align}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial r} + w \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} - \frac{v^2}{r} - f v = - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + D_u \\
\frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial w}{\partial r} + w \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} = - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial z} - g + D_w\end{align}

where \((u,v,w)\) are the three dimensional velocity vectors, \(p\) and \(\rho\) are the
pressure and density, respectively, and $D_v$ and $D_u$ represent the sub-grid-scale vertical mixing and horizontal smoothing, respectively.

It is assumed that the basic state of the airflow satisfies the gradient wind balance and static equilibrium. The linearized momentum equations for (5.1) and (5.2) are given:

$$\frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial t} + u_0 \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial r} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + D_v \tag{5.3}$$

$$\frac{\partial \tilde{w}}{\partial t} + u_0 \frac{\partial \tilde{w}}{\partial r} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial z} + g \frac{\theta'}{\theta} + D_w \tag{5.4}$$

where $u_0$ is the basic state radial velocity, and the buoyancy field $B$ given by

$$B = -g \frac{\theta'}{\theta} \tag{5.5}$$

where $\theta = \bar{\theta} + \theta'$, and $\theta'$ is the perturbation potential temperature, $\bar{\theta} = \bar{\theta}(z)$ is a fixed reference potential temperature. With Coriolis and compressibility neglected, the total tendency of azimuthal-component horizontal vorticity is given by

$$\frac{d \eta}{dr} = \frac{\partial B}{\partial r} + D \tag{5.6}$$

where $\eta = \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial \tilde{w}}{\partial r}$, and the first term on the right-hand side represents baroclinic generation of azimuthal-component horizontal vorticity through buoyancy gradients, and $D$ represents sub-grid-scale turbulent stresses.

Following Smolarkiewicz and Rotunno [21], we consider the steady azimuthal-component horizontal vorticity equation linearized about a constant wind in the radial direction $u_0$:

$$u_0 \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial r} = \frac{\partial B}{\partial r} \tag{5.7}$$

Equation (5.7) reminds us that azimuthal-component horizontal vorticity $\eta$ is generated through baroclinicity. Using $\eta = 0$ at $r = \infty$, one can show further that

$$\eta = \frac{B}{u_0} = -\frac{g}{u_0} \frac{\theta'}{\bar{\theta}} \tag{5.8}$$

These results support the idea that secondary circulation with positive vorticity along the left side of the storm track ($u_0 > 0$) is associated with negative perturbation potential temperature (Figure 7(d)). The higher negative perturbation potential temperatures coincide with the observed rainfall maximum and secondary circulation and may be related directly to the enhanced deep convective activity excited by terrain height.

The steady thermal equation that represents tropical cyclones in the cylindrical axisymmetric coordinates can be written as

$$u_0 \frac{\partial B}{\partial r} = N^2 w \tag{5.9}$$
where \( N^2 = g \frac{\partial \ln \tilde{\Theta}}{\partial z} \).

Let the terrain contour be specified as

\[
z_s(r) = \frac{h_m a^2}{a^2 + r^2}
\]

(5.10)

If the flow is hydrostatic, the expression for the displacement of a streamline from its height far upstream is

\[
\delta(r, z) = \left( \frac{\bar{\rho}}{\rho_0} \right)^{1/2} a \cos \left( \frac{N}{u_0} z \right) - \frac{r \sin \left( \frac{N}{u_0} z \right)}{a^2 + r^2}
\]

(5.11)

where \( \bar{\rho} = \rho(z) \) and \( \delta(r, z) \) are density and perturbation displacement field.

Along with (5.3)-(5.4), the vertical velocity may be obtained from the relation

\[
w = u_0 \frac{\partial \delta(r, z)}{\partial r}
\]

(5.12)

Finally, (5.9) and (5.12) lead to

\[
B = N^2 \delta(r, z)
\]

(5.13)

Using (5.8) and (5.13), we can show that

\[
\eta = \frac{N^2}{u_0} \delta(r, z)
\]

(5.14)

When \( N^2 < 0 \) and the perturbation displacement \( \delta(r, z) < 0 \), then the positive azimuthal vorticity is generated through orography and convection.

Following Smith (1979) [22], then the local precipitation rate over terrain is given by

\[
P = \alpha \rho_a q_0 \bar{V}_0 \cdot \nabla z_s
\]

(5.15)

where \( \rho_a \) and \( q_0 \) are the air density and water vapor mixing ratio at the ground, respectively, \( \nabla z_s \) is local terrain slope, and \( \epsilon \) is constant precipitation efficiency.

Considering the enhanced convection, the incoming airflow is \( u_0 \) and \( \delta \) is terrain-forced perturbation displacement, we obtain

\[
P = \alpha \rho_a q_0 u_0 \left( \frac{\bar{\rho}}{\rho_0} \right)^{1/2} h_m a \frac{\left( (r - r_0)^2 - a^2 \right) \sin \left( \frac{N}{u_0} z \right) - 2 (r - r_0) a \cos \left( \frac{N}{u_0} z \right)}{\left( a^2 + (r - r_0)^2 \right)^{1/2}}
\]

(5.16)

Equation (5.16) suggests that the precipitation rate is proportional to the wind speed \( u_0 \), moisture content \( q_0 \) and the mountain height \( h_m \).

6. Conclusion and Discussion

Observations and three numerical sensitivity experiments show that Meranti rainstorm is mainly located on the left side of the storm movement, possibly due to the fact that the deep convection is mainly located on the left side of the ty-
phooon movement. However, the underlying surface of the typhoon had changed remarkably after the typhoon Meranti landed, and the elevated terrain can favor strong deep convection, resulting in a secondary circulation in perturbed radial-vertical wind vectors of typhoon, which can enhance typhoon precipitation. It is worth pointing out that the enhanced rainfall may be fundamentally caused by the terrain height.

We have innovatively developed a new highly simplified theoretical model to explain the possible physical mechanism of secondary circulation and enhanced rainfall caused by terrain height, when a typhoon passes over land. As pointed out by the theoretical analysis, where there is a positive perturbation potential temperature, the buoyancy is negative, there is a negative horizontal azimuthal vorticity distribution, and where there is a negative perturbation potential temperature, the buoyancy is positive and there is a positive horizontal azimuthal vorticity distribution with cyclone circulation (Figure 7). According to the relationship between buoyancy and perturbation displacement, when the convection is unstable, there is a horizontal positive vorticity where the perturbation displacement is negative. The above analysis is said that lee vortices are generated through baroclinicity, when a typhoon passes over complex terrain. Finally, we also like to mention that the enhanced convection induced by terrain height provided a favorable condition for the local heavy rainfall during the landfall of a typhoon. It is hypothesized that the extra amount of rainfall is due to buoyancy processes generated by terrain height, we will in detail address this issue in the future.
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